
The Asian Invasion Of Sydneys Suburbs.

My family have been living in Sydney for at least 200 years & I didn't need to go to ancestory.com to 
find out. The first Suburb I lived in was Chatswood, this was a Caucasian suburb, then all of a sudden 
thousands of Asians started moving in, they started moving in slowly & then it was like a invasion. I 
moved to Epping & Eastwood, these two suburbs were Caucasian, then all of a sudden it was a Asian 
invasion, the same happened to me when I moved to Hornsby & Waitara, Hornsby & Waitara were 
Caucasian, then  all of a sudden it was a Asian invasion in Hornsby & Waitara as well. I am sure there 
was a Asian invasion in alot of other suburbs as well. I asked quite a number of Asians for a job & they 
blatantly said to me we only employ other Asians & so I thought to myself this is racial discrimination. 
Was there a way to reclaim these lost suburbs ? There might be a way, if a special finance pool was 
established where Caucasian Australians can dip into it so as to get money to repurchase every property 
that is sold in the above suburbs then the suburbs will be Caucasian again for this is what the Asians did 
for they had so much money in their possession that they were able to out bid & out buy every dwelling 
that was sold on the market & this is how they invaded the above suburbs & probably many other 
suburbs as well.

Asians always move into a business district, then they set up their business's in shops & shopping 
centers, this gives them income so they can expand their enterprises even further & this is how Asians 
were able to take over alot of suburbs in Sydney, also Asians only employ other Asians, they will never 
employ a Australian & this policy also furthers their cause. Asians also never sell a property to a 
Australian for they only sell business's & real estate to other Asians. Asians are always on the hunt for 
intellectual property, whether it be studying at a university or technical college, scanning the libraries, 
scanning the internet, scanning the patent offices, so as to gather knowledge about the latest 
technologies, manufacturing techniques & business practices. Almost everything made in Asia was 
invented by a westerner so Asians are very clever when it comes to stealing other peoples inventions.



When people think of multiculturalism you see visions of different races working together but the sad 
reality is that Asians only employ other Asians, Indians only employ other Indians, so in reality 
multiculturalism is racist for each culture is racist towards other cultures in their work & lifestyle. From 
observing different races work practices you discover that every culture is racist, racist towards other 
cultures & racist to further their own goals, therefore multiculturalism is a very racist policy & to 
combat this racist multiculturalism you need strict anti discrimination laws which protect people from 
different cultures racist behaviors.

Militant chinese capitalists & communists rule Tibet illegally by the point of a gun.

China is a fascist country, take note of the Emperors & the countless wars, the communist dictatorship, 
North Korea, the recent militant invasion of Tibet & if you examine the organizations, companies & 
Government in China today you quickly discover that they are all fascist. I don't know why countries 
like Australia have trade agreements with such a disgusting regime. 



LOST CITY



LOST CITY

International terrorism has struck Sydney. A city lost. Every brick, road, pipe, building, all constructed 
by Caucasians over hundreds of years, even the communications & the technology all designed & 
installed by Caucasians, a entire city constructed by Caucasians, even the transport & energy designed 
& constructed by Caucasians, but this city is lost, for a new breed of international terrorists have landed 
on Sydney's shores & they are loaded with money & they bought every building they could get there 
eyes on, there is no such thing as multiculturalism in Sydney for these new arrivals won't even talk to 
Caucasians & they won't even employ Caucasians, its like they despise Caucasians, so this resulted in 
many Caucasians fleeing Sydney. Welcome to Sydney, a city lost.

Seeing that idiotic Government policy gave away Sydney to Asians, its only fair that a city in the 
Middle East, Asia or India be given to Australians.

Beware Of The United Terrorist Nations, especially the people who live 
in the area mapped below. The peoples who live in the area mapped 
below are religious fanatics, racists, fascists & communists. The people 
living in the area mapped below are extremely racist towards whites, this 
is proven by taking note of comments on the internet & white peoples 
accounts of their experiences in these countries. If you are white you will 
be robbed, abused, refused service, refused a job & even physically 
attacked in these countries, the only way a white person can work & live 
in these countries is if they are escorted by a army.



Beware Of The United Terrorist Nations . . .



Beware Of The United Terrorist Nations . . .

Beware Of The United Terrorist Nations . . So called refugees or asylum 
seekers should be sent to the Moon & Mars . . .

There is more than a billion Indians . . .



There is more than a billion Asians . . .

There is more than a billion Africans . . .



There is more than a billion Muslim terrorists

That's 4 billion dark eyed rat people, warlike religious fanatics, 
who don't practice contraception, these people are all commonly 
known as the Klingon from star trek, they should all board 
spacecraft & go to other worlds.



All of the above peoples must be educated about contraception.

The above peoples use alot of the worlds resources & are 
responsible for much land degradation. The above peoples are 
responsible for the extinction of alot of native flora & fauna & 
they all have a very poor record when it comes to the treatment 
of animals. The above peoples homelands are flooding at the 
seams & these people have been venturing into western 
homelands for quite some time so they can get their hands on 
even more natural resources.



Its rumoured that 20% of the worlds population is white, so 
white people are a minority, for eg: there are alot more dark 
eyed rat people than there are bright eyed cat people.

Some Arabs, alot of Jews & some Hispanics & alot of Aryans or 
Caucasians or White peoples have a much better record when it 
comes to the protection of flora & fauna. Some Arabs, alot of 
Jews, some Hispanics & alot of Aryans or Caucasians or White 
peoples are also involved heavily in sustainable development & 
the protection of the worlds biosphere.



The way technology has advanced it is estimated that a one way ticket to 
the Moon will cost $5000 per person & a one way ticket to Mars will cost 
$10,000 per person, note these prices will drop even further in the future. 
There is billions of litres of water on the Moon & there is enough water 
on Mars to cover Mars with 1 metre of water & there is probably even 
more water on the Moon & Mars which we don't know about. Asylum 
seekers should be transported to the Moon & to Mars. The Moon & 
Mars require people to develop lunar & martian infrastructure, 
technology & habitats for plants,  animals & people.

http://www.google.com/moon/

http://www.google.com/mars/

AUSI, AUSI, AUSI, Australien Universal Space Industries . . .

Join up with AUSI,  Australien Universal Space Industries today.

http://www.google.com/mars/
http://www.google.com/moon/


JUDGEMENT in the Land Of The Southern Cross . . .

JUDGEMENT in the Land Of The Southern Cross . . .



My dealings with other cultures have been nothing but 
vilification, discrimination, abuse & violence because I am part 
of the white minority. If given half the chance the many dark 
eyed people of the world will cause much devastation to the 
white minority. There is nothing wrong with waging terrible war 
against these peoples so as to protect us from their invasive 
behaviours.

The Persecuted White Minority.



Immigration Is A Code Word For Invasion.

NO IMMIGRATION.

The need for global equality . . .

Equality is when there is a equal number of bright eyed people compared 
to dark eyed people in the world. Note the dark eyed people have been 
discriminating against bright eyed people & vilifying bright eyed people for 
thousands of years. And many wars were led by dark eyed people against 
bright eyed people. This was the reason behind the rise of NAZI Germany. 
Whats needed is armed colonies of bright eyed people migrating all round 
the world working in all types of industrial & rural industries.



Dark Eyed Rat People Cause Acid Rain & Global Warming . . .

The dark eyed rat people love to burn fires, coal, oil, gas & petrol & many 
machines that are made from steel rely on fossil fuels. The problem with 
fossil  fuels  is  that  they cause global  warming & acid  rain  &  acid  rain 
means the worlds water will become more acidic & this is bad news for 
animals & people as acid rain makes drinking water & food more acidic & 
when you consume acidic food & acid water you become very sick & you 
are an easy candidate to contract a disease, also acid rain causes crops to 
die. The problem with global warming & acid rain is that the world will  
become unlivable.

https://www.rt.com/news/340359-china-test-ballistic-missile/

The Dark Eyed Rat  People also breed like a pestilence & cause global 
warming & acid rain & so the Dark Eyed Rat People spread disease & 
make the planet unlivable.

https://www.rt.com/news/340359-china-test-ballistic-missile/

